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19TH May 2020. 
 
Dear PMS Families 
 
I hope that you are staying safe and sane at this very unsettled time? I am writing to you regarding 
the Governments’ announcement to open school up to Y6 from 1st June if their key tests have been 
met at this time. 
 
We have been following the government guidelines, consulting staff and liaising with the other local 
schools to discuss and action everything that we can to try to mitigate the risks as much as possible 
and will aim to follow the guidelines of social distancing with children, but we are unable to 
guarantee children will always remember to do this at all times, due to the very nature of them 
being children.  
 
In addition to the detailed Risk Assessment please see details of how I intend to open the school to 
Y6 students and continue to keep it open for key worker/ vulnerable students simultaneously. In 
addition to this please find my plans to support other year groups through the VLE. 
  
Students in School 
 
Each of the 4 existing Y6 classes will be split in half and named pod 1 and pod 2 for e.g.6AG pod 1. 
Key worker/ vulnerable students will be as a separate group (or two groups dependant on numbers).  
 
I would like as many students to walk or cycle without an adult if possible. This will reduce the 
number of adults that are on the carpark. If you do need to drive/ bring your child to school, then 
please do not stop to talk to other parents – please social distance and leave the premises as soon as 
possible. You may wish for your child to wear a face covering for their journey to and from school, 
although it is not recommended from the guidelines that children wear them in school generally.  
 
Key worker children would arrive first at 8.30 and would come up to the top and straight through 
reception. An alternative later time would be after 9.30 for this group.  
 
At 8.45am the 4 small groups of Pod 1 children should arrive and meet their Pod Teacher on the 
grass opposite the car park in designated areas, observing social distancing. Each group would be 
taken into school via different entrances and would wash their hands in 4 different sets of toilets 
before going to their designated classrooms, that would be spread around the school.  
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At 9am the Pod 2 groups would arrive and follow the same principles.  
 
All Pods would only use their classroom and would have 2/3 members of staff assigned to their pod 
over the week due to the large number of part-time staff that we have; also to allow staff time to 
work on the VLE for other year groups and also to have their planning and preparation time PPA. 
Staff from different Pods would not be mixing and no member of staff will be involved in covering in 
different Pods.  
 
Breaks will be staggered as will lunch. Lunch would be either packed lunch from home or possibly a 
cold packed lunch made in the school kitchen free for FSM children/ paid for on parent-pay TBC. 
Lunches will be brought to classrooms, eaten in the classrooms and then children taken outside for 
half an hour play (or the other way round for half of the groups.). Jugs of water would also be taken 
to each pod and water bottles filled up throughout the day to avoid the use of the usual water 
stations.  
 
The end of the day would also be staggered in a similar way to the morning, with some pods 
finishing at 3.15pm and the remainder at 3.30pm.  
 
Lessons would be planned centrally and include outdoor learning, video learning from subject 
specialists and global goals, as well as a focus on mental wellbeing. Students would be encouraged 
to wear non-uniform that can be laundered daily, with sun protection and coats in line with the 
weather to enable outdoor learning whatever the weather. 
  
Obviously, there will be some students that are unable to come back due to medical reasons so 
please can you contact Mrs Blakeway if this is the case. Whilst, the government are encouraging all 
other children in Y6 to come back into school, please note that ‘…no parent will be penalised for 
their child’s non-attendance due to Covid 19’. 
 
Home learning for other year groups  
 
Other year groups will continue to have work regularly set on the VLE by some staff that are working 
from home and others when not at school. There will be a focus on the global goals and transition 
onto their next stage of learning, particularly for Y8. Please note however, most staff will be in 
school, most of the time so will be unable to feedback as much as we were prior to June 1st should 
school open to Y6, as well as key worker children.  
 
We will continue to follow the government guidelines and will review the PVAT Risk Assessment 
fortnightly. I have a virtual Local Governing Committee meeting next week to discuss this further.  
 
Can I thank you all for your support over the last few weeks and ask you to fill in a short survey that 
we will send out in the near future.  
 
Yours sincerely 
Natalie Frost 

 


